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In this paper we study the relationship between n-fold Pfister forms over 
a field F and n-fold Plister forms over a quadratic extension of F. Cordes 
and Ramsey [3] analyzed the problem in the case when the ground field F 
has exactly two quaternion algebras, or equivalently, exactly two 2-fold 
Pfister forms: one anisotropic and the other hyperbolic. In this case they 
succeeded in classifying 2-fold Pfister forms over any quadratic extension 
field K of F (cf. [3, Theorems 3.8 and 4.81). Fields with two 2-fold Pfister 
forms are a special case of generalized local fields as introduced by 
Szymiczek in [lo]. 
According to [lo], F is said to be n-local if there are exactly two n-fold 
Plister forms over F (up to isometry, of course). It has been proven in [lo] 
that the essential property of 2-local fields carries over to n-local fields: F is 
n-local if and only if it is (n - 1)-Hilbert, that is, every (n - 1 j-fold Pfister 
form is either universal or half-universal, and there are some half-universal 
(n - 1 j-fold Pfister forms over F. 
A natural question to ask is whether Cordes-Ramsey’s classification of 
2-fold Ptister forms over a quadratic extension of a 2-local field can be 
carried over in the more general setting of n-local fields. We will prove here 
that the answer is in the positive and, in fact, the results we get are in 
perfect analogy to the case n = 2 (however, the methods are not). 
In order to state the results we need some notation. For a field F of 
characteristic not 2, let p,(F) be the number of isometry classes of n-fold 
Pfister forms over F. The nth radical of F, written R,,F. is the intersection 
of value groups of all n-fold Plister forms over F. 
The main results of this paper are contained in following theorems: 
THEOREhf 1. Let F be an n-local field, i.e., p,,(F) = 2 and let K= F(ai’2j, 
where a E F*\F*2. 
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(i) Zf QEK-~ F. then pJK) = 4. 
(ii) Zf a $ R,,- , F: and F is non-real, then p,,(K) = 2. 
(iii) Zf a $ R,, ~, Fy and F is fomall~ real, then p,(K) = 1. 
We are also interested in “Going-Up” results for n-Hilberticity. The case 
of quadratic extensions is covered by Theorem 1. We study the case of 
multiquadratic extensions and obtain the following definite results. 
THEOREM 2, Let F be a non-real n-Hilbert field, H be a subgroup of F* 
and K = F(JH). Then K is a n-Hilbert field if and only if H n R,F c F*= 
and [H: (Hn F*‘)] < ,m. 
THEOREM 3. Let F be a formally real n-Hilbert field, H be a subgroup of 
F*, and K= F(&?). Then K is n-Pythagorean (according to Definition 2.1) 
and if H is not contained in F*=: then K is not n-Hilbert. 
In the special case, when the ground field F is non-real and its nth 
radical is trivial, we have obtained the following generalization of 
Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 4. Let F be a non-real n-Hilbert Jield, R, F = F*=, and K be a 
2-extension of F. Then K is n-Hilbert :yaand only if the index [K : F] is finite. 
We will prove part (iii) of Theorem 1 in Section 2 and parts (i) and (ii) 
in Section 3. Theorems 2, 3, and 4 will be proved in Section 4. Throughout 
the paper F is always assumed to be a field of characteristic not 2 and n is 
always a positive integer. We use P,,F to denote the set of all Ptister forms 
over F. All unexplained notation is standard and follows that used in Lam’s 
book [8]. 
2. GENERALIZED HILBERT AND PYTHAGOREAS FIELDS 
A field F is said to be n-Hilbert if every n-fold Pfister form CJ~ over F is 
either universal (D, 4 = F*) or half-universal (DFq5 has index 2 in F*) and 
both types of forms occur. F is n-Hilbert iff F is (n + 1)-local ([lo, 
Theorem B]). We introduce the following generalization of Pythagorean 
fields. 
DEFINITIOX 2.1. A field F is said to be n-Pythagorean if every n-fold 
Pfister form represents all sums of squares over F. i.e.: if R,F= DI;( CC). 
EXAMPLES 2.2. (i) Pythagorean fields are O-Pythagorean. 
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(ii) Quasi-Pythagorean fields considered by Kijima and Nishi in [7] 
are l-Pythagorean. 
(iii) Every n-Hilbert field is (n + 1 j-Pythagorean and formally real 
n-Hilbert field is n-Pythagorean. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. For a field F the following statements are equica!enr: 
(i j F is n-Pythagorean. 
(ii) D,(l, l)cR,F. 
(iii) There is an x E F” with DF( 1, X) c R,F. 
(iv j F satkfies the property A,, i , : i.e., P, + 1 Fn Ann WF( 1, 1) = 0 (cf. 
[51). 
Prooj: This is immediate from Theorem 4.3 in [S] and a well-known 
result of Pfister (cf. [S, Theorem 1.6, p. 3001 j. 
PROPOS~ON 2.4. For a field F alld a E F*‘t,>F*‘, let K= F(u”~). Then$x 
ecery positioe integer n, we hate R,, F c R, K. 
Proof: By Lemma 2 in [4], it suffices to show that ,!I = 
(( - r )} 4 ((z )) = 0, where r E R, F? z E K *, and d E P, ~ 1 F. Since /I transfers 
to 0: we may assume z E F* by Lemma 2.1 of [S], so the result follows. 
Remarks 2.5. (1 j The result in 2.4 is a generalized version of Yucas’ 
Theorem 2.7 in [ 111, who proved it in the case aE DF(x). 
(2) It should be pointed out that the conclusion of Proposition 2.4 
will not hold for arbitrary finite extension KiF. For example, if E is the 
quadratic closure of rational number field e and L is a finite non-trivial 
extension of E (L*‘# L*, (cf. Lam [S, p. 200]), put F=E((t,)), . . . . ((t,)) 
and K= L((t!)), . ..? ((t, j j. Then K is a finite extension of F and R,F= F* 
while t,! 6 R, K. Hence R,F is not contained in R,, K. 
COROLLARY 2.6. In the notation of Lemma 2.4 we hate R, FL; aR,, F c 
R, Kn F*. 
Now we prove the main result in this section. 
THEOREM 2.7. For a field F and aE F*\F*‘, let K= F(a”I). -If F is a 
formally real n-Hilbert field, then K is n-Pythagorean. 
ProoJ: Assume F is formally real n-Hilbert. If a $ R,F. then by [ 10, 
Corollary 1.31, we have F* = R,Fu aR,F. Hence by Corollary 2.6 we have 
F* c R, K and so every (n + 1)-fold Ptister form over F becomes hyperboiic 
over K. If a E R,zF, then obviously a E D,(,cc ). In either case, by 
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Elman-Lam’s Going-Up Theorem 4.5 in [S], if F satisfies A, + i, so does K. 
Now F satisfies A,, , by Example 2.2(iii) and Proposition 2.3. 
COROLLARY 2.8. If F is a formally real n-Hilbert field and K is a 
quadratic extension of F, then R, K = DK( #CC). 
COROLLARY 2.9. If F is a formally real n-local field, K= F(a”‘) and 
aE R,F, then p,(K) = 1. 
Proof. Recall that F is n-local iff it is (n - I)-Hilbert by [lo], and so by 
Corollary 2.8, we have R,- i K= DK(,x). On the other hand, a E R,-, F 
implies a E - DF( cc ) and so R, _ i K = K *. Thus every n-fold Plister form 
over K is hyperbolic; i.e., p,(K) = 1. Hence we have proved part (iii) of 
Theorem 1 stated in the Introduction. 
3. PFISTER FORMS OVER QUADRATIC EXTENSIONS OF 
GENERALIZED HJLBERT FIELDS 
Our aim is to classify the isometry classes of n-fold Pfister forms over 
quadratic extensions of an n-local field F. If K is a quadratic extension of F 
and p E P,K, then by Lemma 2 in [4] we have in W(K): 
(3.1) 
where ai E F*: 4, E P,- , F, and Z~E K*. 
It is natural to classify first the summands of the right hand side of (3.1). 
So we start with classifying the forms 4((z)), where d E P,, _, F and z E K*. 
Now we generalize Propositions 3.1 and 4.1 in [3]. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Suppose F is n-Hilbert, a E F*JR,F and K= F(a”*). 
Then for any 4 E P,,F, we hatye DKq5 n F* = F*. 
Proof Since a E R,F and F is n-Hilbert, there exists 4 E P, F such that 
(( -a)) 4 is the unique F-anisotropic (n + 1 )-fold Ptister form (up to 
isometry). Let bE F*. Then either bE DF~ or (( -a))~,4 1: ((-b))& In 
either case b E D& as needed. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Suppose the fields F and K satisfy the assumptions 
of Proposition 3.2, x E K* and 4 E P,F. Then we haoe x E D& * 
Nw4x) E D, 4. 
Proo$ This follows immediately from the Norm Principle (cf. [S, 
2.131). 
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F'ROPOSITIOK 3.4. Suppose F is an arbitrary field, a E R,l$F*” and 
K= F(a”‘). Then for any USE P,,F, 1ve hate D,& A F* = D&. 
Proof. Let bE (F* n D&)\?.D&. Then (( -b>d 2: (( -a>)B for some 
/? E P,F by Theorem 1.4 of [6] (or see p. 465 of [l] 1. But (( -a)) $ is 
hyperbolic, so the result follows. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let F be an n-local field, a E F*\R,_ ! F, K= F(a”‘) and 
qi E P, _ i F. Then, if DF(( -a >> d D&, there are exactly 2 isometry classes 
of forms c$(( -z )} bvith z E K *. 
Prooj By hypothesis there exists x E K* so that (( -NK;F(~~)>$ is 
F-an&tropic. In particular, ((x)) 4 is anisotropic. If ((J))& J: E K*, is 
another such anisotropic form, then N,-,(.xJ) = .VK,,(?c) N,,(J) E 0,-B, by 
the (n - I)-Hilberticity of F. Hence xy E D& by (3.3) and (( y>iq$ z
c-x > 4. 
LEMMA 3.6. Suppose F is n-local, fl E P,F anisotropic. Let K= F(a’.’ ). 
Let (( -z >> d E P, K be anisotropic Gth 5 E K *$ qS E P,, _ I F. Then p z 
(( --z >> q5 over K if and only if N,&z) E D&. 
Proox This follows immediately from (2.2) of [6] and Frobenius 
Reciprocity. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let F be an n-localfield, a E R,-, F\F*’ and K= F(a’ ‘). {f 
the-form d, E P, _ 1 F satisfies the condition DF(( -a 1) ti D, 4, then there are 
exactly 4 isometry classes of forms d(( --z >> Gth z E K *. 
ProoJ: Let UE DF(( -a))\D,b and YE K* be chosen so that 
N,;,(J) = u. If NK:Az) ED, 4, then by Lemma 3.6 and n-locality of F, the 
form 4(( --L)) is isometric to one of the forms d(( - 1)) or d(( -u)). If 
N,,,(z) I$ D, q$ then by (n - 1 )-Hilberticity of F, we have N,,,(~z) E D, I$. 
Now using the Norm Principle we obtain an f E F* such that jjvi ED&. As 
4 is F-half-universal, f or fu is in D, 4. Hence qS(( --z }) is isometric to one 
of the forms d(( -y)) or qS(( -uy)). On the other hand, the forms 
d(( -l)), #((-u)), d((-J)), and d(( --uq’)) are in distinct isometry 
classes. 
Remark 3.8. In the above notation, the isometry classes of forms 
+(( -z)), where ZE K*, can be represented by the forms c$(< - 1))) 
qS(( -u)), d(( -v)) and (6(( -),)), where j is the image of y in the non- 
trivial F-automorphism of K. 
The next lemma allows us to compare the forms of the shape discussed 
above but coming from distinct (n - l)-fold Pfister F-forms. 
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LEMMA 3.9. Let F be an n-local field, aE F*\F*2, K= F(a”‘), q5,, 
&~P,~~Fandz,, z2 E K*. Zf N,:,(z,) $ D,q4, and NKjJz2) $ D,&, then 
the form 4, (( - zI )) is K-isometric to one of the forms q52(( - z2 >> or 
d2< -22)). 
ProoJ: For n = 1 the statement follows from Lemmas 3.5 and 3.7. Now 
suppose n > 2 and write di = ((ai))pi with ai E F*, pi E P,-,F and i= 1,2. 
First we show that there are 6, f,, f2 E F* such that q5r (( - fiz,)) ‘v 
<b> P1< -fizI > and h< -f2z2> 2 <b> B2< -f2z2>. To obtain this 
we define the sets 
vi = u {DKPi(( - fzi)) n F*: f E F*}, 
with i= 1, 2. 
By using the Norm Principle it can be easily shown that Vi = 
DFbi(( -NK,F(~i))). Since N,Afzj) $ D,q5; for every f E F*, the forms 
((a,)) bi(( - fzi)) are anisotropic for all f E F* and so -ai $ Vi. Hence Vi 
are subgroups of F* of index 2. If V, = V2, we have a, a, = 
( -al)( -a2)E V, and thereby ala2 E DKPI(( - fiz,)), for some f, E F*. As 
in the proof of the Proposition 2.3 in [lo] we obtain isometry 
((a,)>/?I((-fiz,))=((a2))~1((-f,z1)). In this case we take b=2 and 
f2=1. 
If V, #V,, we have a,V,a,V, #@ and so we can choose bEa,V,a,V,. 
Hence a,b E DKji(( - fizi)), for some fi, f2 E F*, and following the proof 
of the Proposition 2.3 in [lo] we obtain the isometry 
Now using the Lemmas 3.5 and 3.7 and the Remark 3.8 we conclude that 
for some r, cr~Gal(K/F), we have isometries q5r(( -fiz,)) Y qS,(( -T(z~))) 
and <b> B1<-fizL> = <b> B1<-4zd>. Hence 4,<zl>> = <b> 
/?r(( -r-l a(zr))). Similarly we have the isometry I$~<’ - zz )) Y 
((6)) a,(( -y(z2)))- for some ;.! E Gal(K/F). By Corollary 3.6, NK;F(zi) E 
D,<b>Pi. 
Now we use the procedure described above n-times and obtain a form 
8~ P,,+,F and z,, r2 eGal(K/F) such that q5i(( -zi)) E 0(( -ri(zi))) and 
N,&i,) $ D,8 for i= 1, 2. If W -~~(z~)> = e<-t,(zd>, then 
dI<-zI>-42C-z2>. If not, a E R,- r F and by Remark 3.8 we have 
e(( -zr(z,))) =8((m)) and q5r(( -zr)) z d2(( -z2)), as desired. 
COROLLARY 3.10. Zf F is a non-real n-local field, a E R,- L F and K= 
F(a”‘), then there are exactly 2 isometry classes of forms p(( -z>> 
(PEP,-,F. ~EK*) represented by 2”~1((-1)) and I$((-y>>, where 
4 E P, ~ , F and y E K * satisjj7 NKLA y) $ D&. 
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ProoJ The existence of q5 and J satisfying the desired condition follows 
from the fact that the inclusion DF(( --LI >) c R,- IF is impossible in the 
case of a non-real (n - l)-Hilbert field F. 
COROLLARY 3.11. Let F be a non-real n-local field. a E R, ~ I F\F*’ ar?d 
K= F(a) ‘). Then there are exactly 4 isometr?? classes of forms Ji((z}) for 
PEP,,+~F and zeK*. They are represented bJy the forms 2”- ’ (( - I)), 
$((-u~},d((-y}),and~((-uy)),~~here~~P,,~,Farzdy~K*arechosen 
so that u = N,.,(y) $ D&. 
Proof: Using Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7 it remains to note that there are 0; 
and y satisfying the desired condition (see the proof of Corollary 3.10). 
Proof of Theorem 1 (i). (ii). Let /3 E P,l K and write B as in (3.1). By 
(3.10) and (3.11) we may assume that q5 = q5i for all i. It follows that p E 
((z))q? (mod Z”+(K) for some z E K *. Hence 02: ((z))d by (3.2) of C63. 
The result now follows from (3.10) and (3.11). 
4. MULTIQUADRATIC EXTEKSIONS OF n-HILBERT FELDS 
In this section we prove Theorems 2, 3, and 4 stated in the introduction. 
We begin with some properties of value sets of Pfister forms which seem te 
be interesting in themselves. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let F be a field, rl, r2 EF* and qSeP,F. [f rlr r2 E 
D&((y)) for ecery YE F*, then D,d(r,, r2z) = D&((z)) for every ZE F”. 
Prooj Let r=r,r:. Since rl ED&((rz)), we have qS(r,,r:z) 31 
r1q5((rz)) z d((rz)). Hence it suffices to show that 
D&((rz)) = D&((z)), for every ZE F*. (41.1 j 
Observe that r-E D&((y)) for every JE F*, since Dp$(( y>) is a subgroup 
of F*. Using this we have xED&{(rz>)e -rzED&((-x)) o 
-L 7~ D&(( -x)) OXE D&((z)). This proves (4.1.1) and we are through. 
COROLLARY 4.2. For any two Pfister forms T and p ouer F. if D,T c 
DFp((y))for every JEF*, then D,T((z)) cD,p((z)) for ecery ZEF*. 
Proof. Let x E D,r((z)) = D,(r I zr). There are rl, r2 E D,s such that 
xEDF(rl, rrz). Since (rl, r2z) is a subform of (r,,r,z)p, we have 
XE D,(r,, r,z)p. By the assumption, rr, r2 E D,p((y)} for every ye F’, 
hence by Lemma 4.1, x E D,p(( z )) for every z E F*> as desired. 
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PROPOSITION 4.3. Let a and b be fixed non-zero elements of a field 
F. Zf DF(( -a)) CD&(<--b)) for every qSeP,,F, then DJ(( -a)) c 
DF/3(( -b >> for ecery p E P, F. 
ProoJ: Let /? = ((ci , c2; . . . . c,)). We write the assumption in the form 
VL’EF*V~~EP,~,F:D,((-~)~D,((-~))~,((~)). 
Now using Corollary 4.2 for z = (( -a)), p = (( -b )) 4,) and z = ci 
we obtain ‘d#, EP,-~F: DF((-a))((c,))cD,((-b))((c,))b,. Putting 
here d1 =4*((y)) we get V~EF*V~,EP,-,F: DF((-a))((c,))c 
DF(( -b))((c,)) &((y)) and again using Corollary 4.2 we obtain VqS, E 
P,-+ DA --a><c,, c2> c DF(( -b))((c,, c2))&. After repeating the 
argument n-times we obtain DF(( -a))((c,, c2, . . . . c,)) c D,(( -b)) 
<Cl, c2, ..., c,)), as required. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let F be arbitrarjl field, a E R,F\F*2 and K= F(a1’2). Then 
K is not n-Hilbert. 
Proof: Suppose K is n-Hilbert. For any 4 E P,,F we have 
2 2 [K*: D&] > [F*: (D&n F*)] = [F*: D&l. (4.4.1) 
The last equality holds because D& n F* = D& by Proposition 3.3. From 
(4.4.1) it follows that F is n-Hilbert or every n-fold Pfister form over F is 
universal. If F is n-Hilbert, then K cannot be n-Hilbert by Theorem 1. In 
the second case F is a non-real n-Pythagorean field and applying the 
Going-Up Theorem 4.5 of [S] we obtain that every n-fold Pfister form over 
K is universal. This also contradicts n-Hilberticity of K. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let F be a non-real n-Hiibert field and let a, b E F* be 
such that a, b, ab 4 Fe2. Then K= F(a1’2, b’12) is an n-Hilbert field if and 
only if a, b, ab $ R,, F. 
ProoJ: First we prove the “only if” part. Assume K is n-Hilbert. 
We have K = F(a”‘)(b’!‘) = F(b1/2)(a1:2) = F(b’12)((ab)1;2). Now by 
Lemma 4.4, b $ R,F(a1’2), a$ R,zF(b”‘), and ab $ R,F(b”‘). Hence by 
Proposition 2.4 elements b, a and ab cannot be in R,F. 
Now the “if” part. Since a, b $ R,, F, Theorem 1 implies that F(a1/2) and 
F(b’:‘) are n-Hilbert fields. So, by Theorem 1, it remains to show that 
br$ R,F(a’:‘) or a $ R,F(b”‘). To show this, assume aE R,F(b1!2) and 
b E R,zF(a’L:‘). Then 
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xV’zEF(a”‘j*: bEDFca::)d(( -z>) 
oVZEF(f?‘,‘j* 
xV~EP,_lF:zEDF;,,Z,~((-b)). 
By the Norm Principle, it follows i~F(a12~,F)(F(a1’2)*) = DF(( -a)’ c 
D&(( - 6)) for every 4 E P,,- ,F. By symmetry, we obtain DF(( -b)) c 
D&(( -a)) for every 4 E P,,+ ,F. Now we apply Proposition 4.3 and get 
equality 
for every d, E P, ~, F. Hence by (n t l)-locality of F we have 
((J)) &({ -a)) = ((,:)) b(( -b)), for every ~EF* and every ~EP,,-;F 
because by (4.5.1) the form ((?;)) d(( -a)) is hyperbolic if and only if 
(( 1: >) d(( - b )) is hyperbolic. It follows that << - ab)) /I is hyperbolic for all 
/I E P,, F. so ab E R, F, a contradiction. 
LEMMA 4.6. If F is an n-Hilbert field, a E F*i,,>,F*’ and K = F(a’, *), then 
R,,Kn F* = R,Fva. R,F. 
ProoJ: We have observed in Corollary 2.6 that R, Fcu a. R, F c 
R,,K n F*. So it remains to prove the converse inclusion. 
Case 1. aER,F. 
As R,,K is contained in any intersection of sets of elements represented by 
some n-fold Plister forms over K, we have R,Kn F* c n (D&n F*: 
4 E P,F) and by Proposition 3.4 this implies R,Kr? F* c 2 (D,c$: 
4~ P,F) = R,F = R,Fva. R,,F. 
Case 2. a $ R, F and F is formally real. 
In this case F* = R,,Fu a. R,,F by Corollary 1.3 in [IO). 
Case 3. a $ R,, F and F is non-real. 
Suppose there were an element b in R, K r, F* such that b $ R,F u a. R,F. 
Then we would have a, b, ab 4 R,,F and by Proposition 4.5 the fie!d 
K(b’;‘) = F(a”*, b l”) would be n-Hilbert field. Since b E R,K. this con- 
tradicts Lemma 4.4. 
Now we will consider the extensions F(ylH), where H is a subgroup of 
F*. It is clear that without loss of generality we may always assume that 
F** c H. 
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LEM~E 4.1. Let F be a field and H be a subgroup of F*. Then R,Fc 
R,F(JH) for any positice integer n. 
Pt-oojI If 9 E P,F(& then there exists a subgroup H, of H containing 
only finitely many square classes and such that 4 E P,F(dz). Since 
R,Fc R,lF(,/F) by (2.4), the result follows. 
COROLLARY 4.8. For anJ:field F, any subgroup H of F* and any positive 
irlteger n, ve hate H. R,Fc F* n R, F($?). 
Now we prove the Theorem 2. First we prove the “if” part by induction 
on [H: F*2]. If H=Fe2, then we have nothing to prove. If H # F*2, we 
decompose H into the disjoint union H = H, o u. H, for some subgroup 
H, of H. Because [H,: F*‘] = (+)[H: F*2] < [H: F*2], by induction for 
any non-real n-Hilbert extension K of F such that H, n R,Kc K*2, the 
field K(,/‘Ti;I) is n-Hilbert. 
As F(&) =F(&)(&) and, by Theorem l(ii), F is a non-real 
n-Hilbert field: we must prove only that H, n R,F(a”‘)c F(u~/~)*~. To 
start with, we have H, n R,,F(a’12) = H, n R,F(a”2) n F*. Using 
Lemma 4.6 we obtain HI n RnF(a’12) n F* = H, n (R,Fu aR,F) = 
(H, nR,F)u(H, na.R,F)cF*‘ua.F*‘cF(a”‘)*2, and the claim is 
proved. 
Now we prove the “only if” part. If there were be Hn R,,F and b $ F*27 
we could find a subgroup H, <H such that H, #H and H/F*2 = 
(H;F*2). {F*2, bF*2). But then F( j’7) = F( d’z)( $), and by 
Lemma 4.7, b E R,, F(viz). Since b $ H,, b cannot be a square in F(,,&), 
hence F(@) could not be n-Hilbert by Lemma 4.4. 
Suppose that H contains infinitely many square classes and F(+‘??) is 
(n + 1)-local, /3 its anisotropic (n + l)-fold Pfister form. There exists a sub- 
group H, of H containing only finitely many square classes so that PE 
P ,*+ rF(,l’K). By what we already have done, we may assume that H, = 1. 
Taking a E W>>>F* we obtain from Corollary 3.2 that fi splits over F(a”2) c 
F(,k), a contradiction. Thus F(#) is not n-Hilbert. 
Similarly one can prove Theorem 4. It should be only pointed out that in 
the case of an n-Hilbert field F satisfying the condition R,F= F*‘, the field 
K= F(a’12) satisfies the condition R,K= K*‘. This follows from the exact 
sequence : 
I--+ (F*‘va. Fe2)jFe2 + (R,Kn F*)/F*2 + R,,K/K*2 + R,F/F*2. 
By using the technique of the proof of Theorem 2 one can easily prove 
the following result. 
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COROLLARY 4.9. If F is a non-real n-Hilbert field and H is a subgroup of 
F* such that [H: (R,Fn H)] is infinite, then R,,F(,/@ = F(\/??)*. 
ProofI We decompose the group H,!F*2 into the direct product of sub- 
groups H,jF*’ and H,IFe2 (i.e., H= HI . H2 and H, n Hz = F*‘) such 
that H, = R,FnH. As Ifl:F**t= [H: (R,Fq H)]=cc, we have 
R,SV’TT;)= F(,/E)*. Since I”+’ F(v/z) =o by the proof of the final 
part of Theorem 2, it follows that I’+ ‘F(JH) =0 by (4.5 j of [S]. The 
result follows. 
LEMMA 4.10. Let F be a field. H be a subgrotip of R, F, and K = F(J% j. 
Then R,,Kn F* = R,,F. 
ProoJ: Without loss of generality we may suppose that H contains 
finitely many square classes. Now the result follows by induction from 
Proposition 3.3. 
PROPOSITION 4.11. Let F be an n-Hilbert fieId, H be a subgroup of F*, 
and K= F(,%). If [H: (R,Fn H)] isfinite, then R,Kn F* = H- R,F, and 
lf [H: iR,,Fn Hj] is infinite, then R,Kn F* = F*. 
Proof In the case of formally real field we have [H: (R,Fn Hj] d 2 
because [F*: R,,F] = 2. So this index is finite. If Hc R,F, the resuit 
follows from Lemma 4.10. If H d R,F, thenR,F(,rHj r. F* = F* = 
H . R,, F. 
Now we consider the non-real case. First we decompose H/F*2 into the 
direct product (HI/F*‘). (H,/F*‘), where H2 = R,Fn H. If Hi contains 
infinitely many square classes, the result is a consequence of Corollary 4.9. 
So we assume H, contains finitely many square classes. Suppose 
b E F*‘\>H, . R,F and generate a subgroup H, in F* by H, and 6. Then h‘; 
contains also finitely many square classes and H3 n R, F = F*‘. 
Now we use Theorem 2 and conclude that F(&) = F(x/z)(x/ij is 
an n-Hilbert field. By Lemma 4.4, b cannot be in R, F(Q~) and hence 
F* n R, F(vjc) c H, . R, F. Because H, c R,, F( vic). it follows that 
R,,F(~,~~j n FfV/x)* = R,,F(&) and as a consequence we have 
R,F(~~~jnF*=R,F(,~~)nF* = H, .R,,F=H.R,F. 
Now we prove Theorem 3. The fact that K= F(,J%) is n-Pythagorean is 
clear because if H contains finitely many square classes it follows by induc- 
tion from the Going-Up Theorem 4.5 of [5]. To prove the general case, we 
need to show only that DK(( 1)) c R, K. Take an x E DK< I )>. Then there is 
a subgroup H, of H, containing finitely many square classes such that x is 
represented by (( 1)) over F(viz) which is n-Pythagorean. Hence 
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x E R,,F(,/z) c R,K. To prove the second statement of Theorem 3 
observe that if there is b E H\,F*’ then K cannot be rz-Hilbert. Indeed, if 
b E R,, F then it follows from Lemma 4.4; if not, K is a mulitquadratic exten- 
sion of F(b’:‘) which is a non-real n-Pythagorean field and by the first part 
of the proof K is a non-real n-Pythagorean field (R,K= K*). 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Some notations and results of this paper have a natural description in 
the language of Milnor’s K-theory. One can distinguish formally real and 
non-real fields by looking at the behaviour of - 1 in k, F [9] and it is easy 
to interpret the nth radical and some other notions in that language. For 
instance, F is n-local iff k, F ‘v Z/22. 
Theorem 1 rephrased in this fashion becomes: 
THEOREM 1'. Let F be a field satisjj?ng k,F 2 .Z/ZZ and K= F(a’l’), 
where a E F * ‘\> F * 2. 
(i) ifaERnplF, then k,K-Z/2Z@Z/2Z. 
(ii) If a $ R,, _ I Fand F is non-real, then k, K > Z/22. 
(iii) If a $ R, _ 1 F and F is formally real, then k, K = 0. 
We also observed that Theorem 1 implies the exactness of the stable part 
of the long sequence 
, I”F’t P’K” I”F <+=)>, I”+‘F, . . . 
discussed in [2] and the converse implication holds. 
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